Martin Luther King
Set for Convocation
In Ahearn at 10 a.m.

Martin Luther King Jr., civil rights leader, will speak on “The Future of Integration” at 10 a.m. in the Field House in an all-University convocation.

King was the winner of the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize for his civil rights leadership. He is only the third Negro to receive the Peace Prize since Alfred Nobel instituted it in 1895. He is the twelfth American to win the Laureate Peace Prize.

Student Senate’s tabling of a Convocations Committee proposal Thursday means that there remains no standing administration policy on the display of signs or placards for Friday’s convocation.

A Southerner, King won recognition for his non-violent mass demonstrations in Alabama and other Southern states in a drive to win equal Negro rights in the sphere of voting and associated areas.

Only recently has King’s once dominant role been challenged by fellow rights leaders. Chief reason for the change of opinion is the switching emphasis from the South to the racial problems of the large Northern cities.

King has admitted the issues at stake in the Northern cities are not to be easily resolved overnight.